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1 Outline

In the following we will adopt an informal way of speaking about higher categories.
Whenever we say category, we will actually mean (∞, 1)-category and similarly for
related constructions (e.g. fibre products). Moreover the term module will refer to
what should actually be called a chain complex of modules. In particular all our
module categories we will consider are actually stable (∞, 1)-categories, which are
an enhancement of the derived categories of modules.

We work over an algebraically closed ground field C of characteristic zero. Let G
be a semi-simple group and B a Borel subgroup. The category of character sheaves
Ch is a certain full subcategory of the category D(G /ad G) of conjugation equiv-
ariant D-modules on G. We have already seen two very different characterizations
of this subcategory. The first definition is due to Lusztig and uses the horocycle
correspondence

G /ad G G /ad B
poo δ // B \G /B

and the associated functor

F := p!δ
∗ : H → D(G /ad G)

called the Harish-Chandra transform. In modern language Lusztig’s definition states
that Ch is the full subcategory of D(G /ad G), which is generated under colimits by
Harish-Chandra transforms of objects in H.

The second picture is due to Mirkovic and Vilonen and surprisingly avoids any
reference to the flag variety G /B. According to their characterization, character
sheaves are generated under colimits by holonomic objects with singular support in
the nilpotent cone N (and unipotent central character).

In this talk we will describe a third characterization due to Ben-Zvi and Nadler,
which has the advantage of endowing Ch with useful extra-structure. As we will see
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below we can view Ch as centre and abelianization of the Hecke category H, which
is an algebra object in stable categories.

Theorem 1.1. There exists an unoriented topological field theory

χ : 2Bord→ 2Alg,

called the character theory, which is characterized by

χ(•) ∼= H .

Moreover we can calculate the evaluation of this field theory at the circle, which is
given by the category of character sheaves

χ(S1) ∼= Ch .

The first part of this result should be viewed as stating that the Hecke categoryH
satisfies a very strong finiteness condition. For the sake of time we will not include a
precise discussion of what this actually means, although the reader will probably get
a feel of what these finiteness conditions amount to in practical terms in the proof
of Theorem 3.3.

As we’ve already alluded to abovem these identifications are a source of rich
categorical extra-structures on Lusztig’s character sheaves. Note that for such a
TFT we have

χ(S1) ∼= HH∗(H) ∼= HH∗(H),

and we will actually prove the second part of Theorem 1.1 by calculating the Hochschild
homology of H.

Every Hochschild homology object is canonically endowed with an S1-action, a
fact which can for instance be seen by using the chiral homology picture

HH∗(H) =

∫
S1

H,

respectively the cyclic symmetry of the cyclic bar complex calculating Hochschild
homology. The Deligne conjecture implies that the category of character sheaves is
an E2-algebra object in the category of stable categories, since it is the Hochschild
cohomology of H. And the Calabi-Yau structure of H implies the existence of an
action of the framed little 2-disc operad.

Before progressing any further let us emphasize that all three pictures above have
twisted respectively monodromic versions, by replacing D-modules by the twisted
respectively monodromic analogue. To keep things simple we will only work with
unipotent character sheaves and (untwisted) D-modules. We refer the reader to the
discussion in Ben-Zvi–Nadler for details on these variations of Theorem 1.1.
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2 Character theory in a nutshell

In this section we explain some of the notions from above and ideas that will come up
later in the simplest possible case. If G = C× is an algebraic torus, we have B = C×
as well. Since the nilpotent cone of the abelian Lie algebra C is {0} ⊂ C, the char-
acterization of character sheaves given by Mirkovic–Vilonen reveals that character
sheaves are given by (the cocompletion) of (shifts) of unipotent local systems on the
torus. To see this recall that a coherent D-module with singular support in the zero
section are local systems.

As a simple reality check we can now verify that Lusztig’s definition using the
Harish-Chandra transform gives rise to the same objects. The horocycle correspon-
dence looks as follows in this special case:

C×/adjC× = C× × BC× C× × BC× //=oo BC×.

In particular we see that the Harish-Chandra transform reduces to the pullback
F = δ∗. The classical definition of the category of character sheaves now yields the
cocompletion of the essential image of the pullback functor

δ∗ : D(BC×)→ D(C× × BC×).

Let us see wether unipotent local systems are contained in this category. It is obvious
that the trivial local systems of arbitrary rank arises as such a pullback. A general
unipotent local system can be written as an extension of trivial local systems M and
N . Such an extension corresponds to a morphism

M [−1]→ N,

and its cofibre (which is a colimit!) is precisely the extension.
The convolution product on the Hecke category of a torus is simply given by

the tensor product of D-modules. We can use this fact to demonstrate that there
exists a link between the Hochschild cohomology of H and the category of character
sheaves. To do this we consider the monad T := F r ◦F = δ∗ ◦ δ∗ acting on D(BC×).
A Barr-Beck-Lurie argument reveals that

ModT (D((BC×)) ∼= Ch,

and we therefore have to relate the monad T somehow to the algebra structure on
H. Base change along the diagram

BC× × BC× BC×oo

BC×

OO

C× × BC×

OO

oo
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implies that δ∗ ◦ δ∗ is (up to shift) given by m21 ◦mr
12, where m denotes the functor

given by the tensor product, i.e. the algebra structure on H, and the order of the
subscripts indicates the order of multiplication. The superscript r refers to taking
the right adjoint of a functor. The change in the order of multiplication is due to
the fact that identifying the above fibre product with BC××C× requires a breaking
of symmetry by choosing one of the two factors of BC×.

By a Barr-Beck-Lurie argument one identifies ModT (D(BC×)) with the limit of
the cosimplicial diagram of categories

D(BC×) ⇒ D(BC×)⊗D(BC×) · · · ,

where the arrows are given by base changes of mr
12 respectively mr

21. As we’ve already
seen in the talk on integral transforms we can equally well compute the colimit of the
simplicial diagram of categories obtained by taking left adjoints of the above maps:

D(BC×) ⇔ D(BC×)⊗D(BC×) · · · .

But this agrees exactly with the bar complex computing Hochschild homology. We
conclude that Ch is equivalent HH∗(H) in the case of a torus.

3 Finite orbit stacks and convolution algebras

Theorem 1.1 is actually a special case of a more general result for convolution algebras
associated to certain morphisms of stacks (satisfying a technical condition). Let us
ignore all technicalities for the moment and consider a morphism of stacks X → Y .
If this map is sufficently well-behaved it makes sense to study the stable category of
D-modules on the self-intersection

D(X ×Y X).

This category is naturally an algebra object in stable categories with respect to the
convolution product

m(M,N) := p13,∗(p
†
12M ⊗ p

†
23N),

where
pij : X ×Y X ×Y X → X ×Y X

denotes the projection on the product of the i-th and j-th components.

Lemma 3.1. If we set X = BB and Y = BG together with the obvious morphism
BB→ BG, we obtain X ×Y X ∼= B \G /B.
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Proof. If U/H, V/K are two quotient stacks together with morphisms U/H → W
and V/K → W , where W is a stack, we can calculate the fibre product

U/H ×W V/K ∼= (U ×W V )/(H ×K).

Using that BB = •/B and similarly for BG, we obtain from

• ×BG • ∼= G

the asserted result.

Now that we’ve see that the theory of Hecke algebras fits into the framework of
convolution algebras associated to a morphism of stacks we return to a discussion of
the technical requirements.

A finite orbit stack is a quotient stack X/H, where X is a smooth variety and H
is a linear algebraic group, such that there are only finitely many H-orbits in X.

Assumption 1. The stacks X, Y and X ×Y X are finite orbit stacks.

The technical relevance of this condition stems from the fact that such a stack
comes naturally with a stratification induced by the orbit structure, which enables
us to prove many statements by induction on the number of orbits. For instance
one can show this way that a finite orbit stack is holonomic, i.e. every D-module is
generated under colimits by holonomic D-modules. A hint that something like this
should be true is given by the fact that a strongly H-equivariant D-module on X has
singular support contained in the cononormals of the orbits, which are Langrangians;
therefore every coherent D-module on a finite orbit stack is holonomic.

Note that it is not automatic that X ×Y X is a finite orbit stack, given that X
and Y are finite orbit stacks. An example is for instance given by the morphism
• → BG, as we have already noticed that • ×BG • ∼= G. Therefore it is essential for
us to know that B \G /B is a finite orbit stack.

Theorem 3.2 (Bruhat decomposition). The elements of the double coset B \G /B
are indexed by elements of the Weyl group WT . In particular the stack B \G /B is
a finite orbit stack.

(see section 3.1.7 in Chriss–Ginzburg.)
There is a second assumption playing a role in the first part of Theorem 1.1.

Assumption 2. The morphism p : X → Y is smooth and proper.
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This condition guarantees that pullback and pushforward functors p†ij and p13,∗
preserve coherence. Since the fibre of the morphism BB → BG is given by the flag
variety G /B, as can be calculated with the same trick as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
this assumption is certainly satisfied in the case of interest.

Given these two conditions we can now state the following more general version
of the first part of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 3.3. Let X → Y be a morphism of stacks satisfying assumption 1 and 2.
Then there exists an unoriented topological field theory

χ : 2Bord→ 2Alg,

which is characterized by
χ(•) ∼= H,

where be denote by H the Hecke category H := D(X×YX) associated to the morphism
X → Y .

Proof. The fact that H is fully-dualizable is a consequence of H being perfectly-
generated (Theorem 2.35 in Ben-Zvi–Nadler). This condition requires H that the
compact generators in H are both left and right dualizable. We have the functor

ι := D ◦ σ : H → H′ := Ind(Hcpct)
op,

where σ is the functor obtained from swapping the first and second factor in X×Y X.
We will see below that for every compact object M , the object ι(M) is both a left
and right dual for M . This is a consequence of the statement: for every compact
objects M and N the relations

Hom(1, ι(M) ? N) ∼= Hom(M,N) ∼= Hom(1, N ? ι(M))

are satisfied, where 1 := u∗OX = u!OX is the monoidal unit, given by pushforward
of the structure sheaf along the diagonal u : X → X ×Y X. Moreover the fact that
we can organize duals into the functor ι means that H is endowed with a pivotal
structure, which implies the CY property.

X ×Y X ×X ×Y X X ×Y X
p2 //∆oo

σ×id
��

X

u

��
X ×Y X ×X ×Y X

σ×id

OO

X ×Y X ×Y Xp12×p23
oo p13 // X ×Y X
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We begin now to calculate the middle term of the above identity:

Hom(M,N) ∼= Hom(OX×YX ,DM [− dimX ×Y X]⊗N),

where we use a fact about duality for D-modules. We see further that

Hom(OX×YX ,DM [− dimX×YX]⊗N) ∼= Hom(p†2OX ,∆†(DM [− dimX×YX]�N))

and

Hom(p†2OX ,∆†(DM [− dimX×YX]�N)) ∼= Hom(OX , p2,∗((σ×id)†(p12×p23)†(ι(M)[d]�N))).

Let us now compute the left hand side:

Hom(u!OX , ι(M)?N) ∼= Hom(OX , u!(ι(M)?N)) ∼= Hom(OX , u!p13,∗(p12×p23)†(ι(M)�N)).

This expression agrees with the one from above, as can be seen by applying base
change for the right hand square in the diagram.

Self-duality of H is given by the swapping map σ, which induces an equivalence

σ : H ∼= Hop

with the opposite algebra (not category!), which is compatible with ι.

4 Calculating centre and abelianization

Let p : X → Y be a morphism of stacks satisfying assumptions 1, 2 and also 3 from
below.

Assumption 3. The stack X has a smooth diagonal morphism ∆ : X → X ×X.

This is certainly satisfied for BB, since the diagonal morphism is equivalent to

BB→ B(B× B)

and therefore has fibre (B×B)/B = B. Nonetheless, it is a rather restrive assump-
tion in general, e.g. it is never satisfied for a variety X, which is of dimension greater
than zero.

Recall that the loop space of a stack Y is defined to be the (derived) self-
intersection of the diagonal morphism

LY := Y ×Y×Y Y.
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The following fundamental correspondence is a generalization of Lusztig’s horocycle
correspondence as we will show below.

LY LY ×Y Xπoo δ // X ×Y X.

The map π : LY ×Y X → is given by idLY ×p. In order to describe δ we have to
use that

LY ×Y X = X ×X×Y X.

To convince ourselves that this is true, we start with the cartesian diagram of stacks

LY //

��

Y

��
Y // Y × Y

and observe that this can be viewed as a diagram of Y -stacks, by considering Y × Y
as a Y -stack via the projection to the first component. If we now base change along
the morphism p : X → Y we see that Y × Y is replaced by X × Y and in total we
obtain the new cartesian diagram

LY ×X Y //

��

X

��
X // X × Y,

which shows what we wanted. Using this picture,

δ : X ×X×Y X → X ×Y X

is given by idX ×πY idX , where πY : X × Y → Y is the projection to the second
component.

The following lemma will allow us later to tie the abstract calculation of centre
and abelianization of convolution algebras back to character sheaves.

Lemma 4.1. In the case p : BB→ BG the fundamental correspondence is given by
the horocycle correspondence.

Proof. First of all one observes that the loop space

LBG = BG×BG×BG BG = G /adj G
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using the technique described in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Also note that there is
nothing derived about this loop space, as the diagonal morphism is smooth and
therefore in particular flat.

As a next step we take a look at the middle constituent, and see using the same
argument again that

BB×BB×BG BB = G/adjG×BG BB = G /adj B,

since G/adjG×BG BB×• = G and the B-action is given by conjugation.
We have already seen in Lemma 3.1 that the right hand constituent is given by

B \G /B. The only thing left to check is that the maps π and δ are indeed the
ones from Lusztig’s horocycle correspondence, which we leave as an exercise to the
reader.

Now that we’ve generalized the horocycle correspondence to more general con-
volution algebras, we may introduce the analogue of the Harish-Chandra transform
(up to shift).

F : D(X ×Y X) δ∗ // D̂hol(LY ×Y X)
π! // D̂hol(LY ).

Note that D̂hol(−) refers to the full subcategory of D(−) generated under colimits
by holonomic objects. Since X ×Y X is by assumption a holonomic stack we have
D̂hol(X ×Y X) = D(X ×Y X).

This functor has a right adjoint given by

D(X ×Y X) D̂hol(LY ×Y X)
δ∗oo D̂hol(LY )π!

oo : F r,

it induces a monad T := F r ◦ F acting on the Hecke category

H = D(X ×Y X).

Let us denote by K(F r) the kernel of the functor F r, i.e. the full subcategory of all
modules N , such that F r(N) ∼= 0. We denote by ⊥K(F r) the left-orthogonal com-
plement to K(F r), i.e. the full subcategory of objects M , such that Hom(M,N) = 0,
for all N ∈ K(F r). We write I(F ) to denote the cocompletion of the essential image
of the Harish-Chandra transform F .

From the general machinery of the Lurie-Barr-Beck Theorem we obtain a useful
identification (Prop. 5.6 in Ben-Zvi–Nadler):

Proposition 4.2. We have an equivalence

F r : ⊥K(F r) ∼= ModT (H) ∼= I(F ).
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Note that the right hand constituent is a generalization of the category of charac-
ter sheaves, therefore we only have to link ModT (H)) with the Hochschild homology
of H in order to succeed. Let us accomplish this task by drawing a big diagram with
cartesian squares:

X ×Y X ×X ×Y X X ×Y X ×Y X
p13 //

p23×p12
oo X ×Y X

X ×Y X ×Y X

p12×p23

OO

p13

��

X ×Y×Y X //

OO

oo

��

X ×X×Y X
δ

OO

π

��
X ×Y X X ×X×Y X π //δoo LY.

The functor T : H → H is given by

T ∼= δ∗ ◦ π! ◦ π! ◦ δ∗.

We should think of this functor as a path connecting the upper right corner with
the lower left corner along the two big right most edges of the big square. Using
base change repeatedly we can move this path square by square to the one through
the two big left most edges of the big square. One should really do this on a black
board, as I couldn’t find a way of including an animated graphic into this document.
Summarized we end up with a different description of the functor T , given by the
composition (up to shift)

[(p12 × p23)∗ ◦ p!
13] ◦ [p!

13 ◦ (p23 × p12)∗].

Up to order of the components, the composition of the two functors in the second
bracket is given by the convolution product and will thus be denoted by m21. The
composition in the first bracket agrees with a right adjoint of the convolution product
(up to shift) and will be denoted by

mr
12(M) := (p12 × p23)∗p

!
23(M)[dimX],

this is actually where we use assumption 3. As we’ve seen above we have

T ∼= m21 ◦mr
12.

In spirit we are now already very close to our goal of relating T -modules with the
Hochschild homology of H. Recall that Hochschild homology is given by the colimit
associated to the simplicial category given by

H⇔ H⊗H · · · ,
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where the arrows are given by m12 and m21 respectively. Alternatively we can com-
pute the limit of the cosimplicial category

H⇒ H⊗H · · ·

obtained by taking the right adjoints of all the boundary maps.

Proposition 4.3. There is a natural equivalence of ModT (H) with the limit of the
cosimplicial diagram

H⇒ H⊗H · · · .

Proof. We begin by constructing a natural T -module structure on every object of
the above limit. Recall that defining such a structure requires us to find a natural
morphism

TN → N

on every object N of the above limit. We certainly have the counit m21m
r
21N → N ,

and since N lies in the equalizer of m21 and m12 this is equivalent to giving a map
from

TN = m21m
r
12N → N.

Strictly speaking this is only the idea of what’s going on here, as of course we
would have to probe deeper into the above cosimplicial diagram to obtain a rigorous
statement in the world of∞-categories. See Theorem 6.2.4.2 in Lurie’s Higher algebra
for a version of the Barr-Beck-Lurie Theorem, which is applicable here.

As a corollary we obtain an explicit description of the abelianization of H in
terms of character sheaves. Note that we have already stated in Theorem 3.3 that
abelianization and centre are canonically equivalent.

Theorem 4.4. Let H be the Hecke category associated to a morphism p : X → Y
satisfying assumptions 1, 2 and 3. Then we have that a canonical identification
of HH(H) = χ(S1) with the category I(F ) of abstract character sheaves. Via this
equivalence the trace map is given by the Harish-Chandra transform associated to the
fundamental correspondence.

5 Example: the Springer sheaf

Let us now compute an actual character sheaf of relevance to representation theory.
To keep things simple we considerH as a module over itself. Recall that the character
of an H-module M is defined in terms of the composition

1→M ⊗HM∨ → H→ HH∗(H),
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where 1 denotes the monoidal unit, which is given by C−Mod in our case. A functor
C−Mod→ HH∗(H) is uniquely determined by its evaluation at the object C. The
corresponding object in HH∗(H) is by definition the corresponding character sheaf
of the H-module M .

In the specific case where M = H, we make use of the self-duality of H, i.e. the
fact that H∨ ∼= H as H-module. This is simply a consequence of the existence of a
pivotal structure on H, i.e. of the equivalence

ι : H → H′,

and the fact that for a compactly generated stable category C we have that the
restricted opposite C ′ := Ind(Cop

cpct) is a dual. Given all this we see that the corre-
sponding character sheaf is given by the composition

1→ H→ HH∗(H).

Definition 5.1. Let G̃ := {(g,B′)|B′ ∈ G /B, g ∈ B′}, which sits in the correspon-
dence diagram

G /adj G G̃/adj Gπ
oo δ// B \B /B = B \ • .

The Springer sheaf S is defined to be π∗δ
!OB \•.

With this definition at hand we now have an explicit description of the character
sheaf of the H-module H.

Lemma 5.2. The character sheaf corresponding to the H-module H is given by the
Springer sheaf S.

Proof. As we’ve argued above, all we have to do is to calculate the image of the
monoidal unit of H, which is given by OB \• under the Harish-Chandra transform.
We do this using the following base change diagram:

B /adj B

yy

//

��

B \•

��
G /adj G // G /adj B // B \G /B .

Note that G̃/adj G can canonically be identified with B /adj B. To see this one uses
that every Borel B′ is a conjugate of B, moreover the normalizer of B is B itself.
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